
  

                                                          
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAMPAGNE 

 

Jean-Marc Sélèque is one of the brightest young stars in the region 

There are 17 miles of aging caves located beneath the winery! 

Joseph Krug founded the House of Krug in Reims, back in 1843 

This Estate is situated in the heart of the “Côte des Blancs” in the village of Le 
Mesnil-sur-Oger and has been producing Grand Cru Champagne since 1919 

One of the leaders of the “Grower Champagne” movement 

Established by Fiacre Taillet, winegrower in Merfy, in 1485 

One of the greatest grower-estates in the region  that practices organic farming 

Our owner – Michael Stillman  – his favorite bottle of pink bubbles 

Ruinart was the first established Champagne house in 1729 

“La Belle Époque” saw the rise of Art Nouveau 

Dom Perignon improved much about winemaking in the 1600s 

Finally, a Champagne that has something in common with a Mötorhead song 

Cristal is the flagship cuvée  created in 1876 for Alexander II, tsar of Russia 

One of the pioneers in the single vineyard Champagne movement 

 

ITALIAN SPARKLING WINES  

This light and refreshing aperitif wine is produced with the Glera grape variety 

A staple winemaker of champagne method sparkling wine in Italy 

This delicious & bubbly red wine is best served chilled 

Franciacorta is Italy’s answer to Champagne  

 

AMERICAN SPARKLING WINES  

The largest wine cave in California – spanning 2 miles underground! 

 Single vineyard, single vintage, and made in the Champagne method! 

 

Hand Crafted Cocktails         

 

Belvedere Vodka, Citrus Mostarda & Mint 

Henry McKenna Bourbon, Housemade Vermouth, Burnt Sugar & Sour Cherry 

                                                                      

Gin, Strega, Fresh Pressed Apple, Honey, Allspice 

Vodka, Barolo Chinato, Fresh Strawberry 

Prosecco, Fresh-Pressed Grapefruit, Aperol & Pomegranate Molasses 

Blanco Tequila, Fresh Lime, Calabrian Chili-Infused Honey, Tricolore Cube 

Gin, Fresh Grapefruit, Peroni  

 

Cocktails on tap           

 

Vodka, House Made Ginger Beer, Lime 

Gin, Campari, Carpano Antica, Served from a Nitro Faucet

 

 

 

 

  

Draught Beer 
   

Rome, Italy 

Lakewood, New York   

   

Bottles & CANS 

 

 

Brooklyn, New York 

     
Tampa, Florida 

San Diego, California 

Austin, Texas 

Stevens Point, Wisconsin 

    
Piozzo, Italy 

 

          
Zoeterwoude, Netherlands 

                      
Zoeterwoude, Netherlands 

  
St. Louis, MO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Classic Recipe, Your Choice of Dry Gin 

  

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHARDONNAY 

 

A project taken on by the Antinori family in Umbria

The winery now uses 100% estate owned fruit

Chardonnay was the first wine made at this great Napa Vineyard 

Founded by Tom Jordan in 1972 after a blocked bid to but Château Margaux 

Bob Sessions has been the winemaker here for over 30 years! 

Only 258 cases of this wine were produced     

Piuze is a former winemaker for Olivier Leflaive 

A marriage of Napa’s Hyde family Burgundy’s de Villains 

From California “negociants” Kevin O'Connor and Matt Licklider 

Reminiscent of Grand Cru Burgundy, this wine benefits from cave-aging 

Named for the owner’s passion and love of Batard-Montrachet 

 Paul Hobbs’ first sip of wine was a 1962 Chateau d’Yquem, served by his father 

Mark Aubert started his winery while head winemaker of Colgin Cellars 

The closest thing to Burgundy from California 

This winery was established on a square mile of rocky volcanic ridges  

Bernard Moreau has been making terroir-driven wines since 1977 

White Morey St-Denis is one of the rare white wines of the Côte de Nuits 

Pierre-Yves is considered a  star in Côte de Beaune

 

A 1er Cru wine that perfectly reflect the finest terroirs of the region 

 

Cult-leader/wine-maker Helen Turley’s “home” winery 

 

 

WINE BY THE GLASS 

 

SPARKLING 

This light and refreshing aperitif wine is produced with the Glera grape variety 

(Poured from 375ml bottle)

This delicate sparkling rosé is made in the traditional Champagne Method 

There are 17 miles of aging caves located beneath the winery! 

 

WHITE 

Pinot Grigio is referred to as Pinot Gris in Alsace and the US 

A light & crisp white blend from Planeta’s oldest vineyard site 

A natural marine salinity in this wine is credited to its Mediterranean location 

A project taken on by the Antinori family in Umbria 

Chavignol is where the best Sancerre is made  

Founded by Tom Jordan in 1972 after a blocked bid to but Château Margaux 

 

Red 

Nero d’Avola is Nero d'Avola is the most important red wine grape in Sicily 

Guenoc Valley was the first single proprietor AVA in California 

This historical winery situated near the medieval village of San Gusme 

An impressive wine made by this iconic Barolo producer 

Oberon Wines was started by the Michael Mondavi family in 2005 

A generous Barolo that shows great aged character and mature fruits 

This elegant and well-structured wine comes from the Donnelly Creek Vineyard 

(Poured from Magnum)  

100 percent Cabernet from the Quintessa family 
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The Sorting table 

WHITE 

Pinot Grigio is referred to as Pinot Gris in Alsace and the US 

A light & crisp white blend from Planeta’s oldest vineyard site 

Named for the impossible slope from which the grapes are harvested 

From old Chenin vines planted in the early 80's on very sandy soils 

Steve started by tending the vines at Stag’s Leap’s “SLV Vineyard” 

This wine is a blend of Malvasia, Tocai Friulano, and Ribolla Gialla 

ROSÉ 

This skin-contact and aromatic rosé is made from Syrah/Graciano/Verdelho 

RED 

Nero d’Avola is Nero d'Avola is the most important red wine grape in Sicily 

Masi has been making wine in Valpolicella for  over 200 years 

Giacomo is a fifth generation Fenocchio making fine wines in Barolo 

San Felice boasts one of the largest scientific research facilities in Tuscany 

Bulfon rediscovered Piculit Neri and brought it back from the brink of extinction  

In  2000, Barbara Shinn & David Page planted the first vines in Long Island 

The Brezza estate has been producing wine in Barolo since 1885  

Adobe Road is a Petaluma based boutique winery producing artisan wines 

This is the new project of Thomas Pastuszak and his wife Jessica Brown 

Winemaker Steve Clifton first produced these wine in his basement 

All of these grapes have been certified organic and biodynamic 

Steve started by tending the vines at Stag’s Leap’s “SLV Vineyard” 

This master blender of Napa specializes in mixing Sangiovese in his wines 

The Malbec vines from this single vineyard are over 80 years of age! 

 

SAUVIGNON BLANC  

 

The soil in Sancerre has millions of years of fossilized oyster shells 

Their families were bakers of “cake brede” from England 

Named for the quartz that is found throughout Alpine winery 

This winery is located in Chavignol, which is an stellar cru of Sancerre 

Pinot Grigio 

Organically farmed on the Italian/Slovenian border 

An international sensation! 

 

Italian white varietals 

 

The timorasso varietal makes mineral, aromatic white wines 

The signature producer of arguarbly Friuli’s greatest white varietal 

A natural marine salinity in this wine is credited to its Mediterranean location 

This bight and mineral wine is made from the local Trebbiano varietal 

Arianna Occhipinti has become a seminal figure for a new generation 

The Bucci family has made wine in the Castelli di Jesi area since the 1700s

100% Manzoni Bianco, a crossing variety of Riesling and Pinot Bianco 

This crisp and refreshing white wine is made by the historic Barolo producer  

100% Garganega aged in French Oak 

Vernaccia di San Gimignano in Tuscany was Italy’s first official DOC in 1966 

This unique property atop Mt. Etna produces distinct chardonnay 

Luigi’s vines are located in the Southern heart of Campania  

This natural aromatic ‘orange’ wine sees a short period of skin contact 

A blend of Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Ribolla Gialla, Malvasia and Picolit 

This aromatic ‘orange’ wine get its seductive color from a long period of grape 
skin contact as the wine ages in amphorae vessels 



Pinot Noir 

 

Emeritus aims to make a wine that is balanced, elegant and charming 

This elegant and well-structured wine comes from the Donnelly Creek Vineyard 

This rich and naturally complex wine is aged in selected French Oak barrels 

 
This family winery was founded in 1994  by Don and Jennifer Hartford 

 
Walt and Joan Flowers were former nursery owners in Bucks County, PA 

Translating as “fat belly” in French, this wine is named for the river 

Winemaker David Low - founder of acclaimed Anthill Farms Winery 

Named for a race horse that was stabled at this beautiful vineyard 

Balanced Pinot made from vineyards a football toss away from the Pacific 

EnRoute was established in 2007 by the partners of Napa Valley’s Far Niente 

Hirsch Vineyards is the birth ground of great pinot noir on the Sonoma coast 

 
Owner Ted Lemon is one of California's most highly-respected winemakers 

This vineyard lies on the easternmost boundary of the famed “Hirsch Vineyard” 

Made by Maggie Harrison, the former assistant winemaker at Sine Qua Non 

Named for co-founders Michael Browne and Dan Kosta 

Made in a seven-tiered, gravity fed winery 

 
These 1er Cru wines are both made vinified in a very traditional style  

 
From the great Monopole vineyard of Nuits-Saint-Georges  

Pierre-Yves is considered a  star in Côte de Beaune

Winemaker Helen Turley is known for producing the country’s best Pinot 

 
This Premier Cru is consistently one of Jean-Marie’s best wines 

 
Anne  took over her father's Burgundy estate at age 22 

Aromatically complex, silky, seductive.. and Grand Cru! 

This land produces the finest Pinot  in the world 

 

 

 

Alternative formats 

 

HALF BOTTLES (375ML) 

Querciabella practices both bio-dynamic and organic production methods 

Champion of the “classicists’, Rostaing creates benchmark Côte-Rôtie 

Beaucastel includes all 13 grape varieties that are traditionally part of the blend 

 

LARGE FORMAT - MAGNUM (1.5l) 

 

LARGE FORMAT - JEROBOAM (3L) 

 

LARGE FORMAT - IMPERIAL (6L) 

LARGE FORMAT - BALTHAZAR (12L) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

Bordeaux  

 

 Pierre Rolland, brother to world-renowned Michel Rolland,  is the cellar master at 
this estate 

This four-centuries-old winery was given a complete renovation in 2006 

The property has a younger history than most of its cohorts dating back to only 
1725 

“La Pointe” takes its rather geometrical name from the large pointed triangular vine 
plot we can see near the entrance to the estate

Chateau Lafon Rochet is the only 1855 Classified growth with a new chateau that 
was constructed in the 20th century 

The property’s history dates back to 1725 and the Knight Joseph Stanislas 
Gruaud 

Sociando Mallet makes no compromises and continues to produce one of the 
finest wines among non-classified estates in Haut-Médoc 

In order to purchase this Château, The Baron de Branne sold his prior property, 
none other than Château Mouton-Rothschild 

Owned by an American banker, Robert Wilmers of MTD bank 

Famed estate Château Palmer makes this modern expression of their terroir 

The second label of Thomas Jefferson’s favorite wine, Château Haut Brion 

The name Cos (with the S pronounced) refers to a "hill of pebbles" 

One of Bordeaux’s top vintages from the  last century 

Super Verticals  

 

Sassicaia 

The Super Tuscan that started it all. In the 1920s the Marchese Mario Incisa della 
Rocchetta dreamt of creating a ‘thoroughbred’ wine for all the aristocracy of the 
time.  The template for success: Bordeaux, a wine made mainly from Cabernet 
Sauvignon. 

Tignanello 

The most famous wine in the Antinori portfolio,Tignanello was the first Sangiovese 
based wine to be aged in new French barriques and  the first Tuscan red to be 
blended with non-traditional varietals. 

Guado Al Tasso 

Guado al Tasso, Antinori’s Estate in Bolgheri,  was produced for the first time in 
the 1990 vintage. It is based on a classic Bordeaux blend: Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Merlot, Cabernet Franc, and Petit Verdot.

Ornellaia 

The Ornellaia Estate was created in 1981 and is located near the picturesque 
village of Bolgheri. The uniqueness of the area was epitomized by the famous 
poet Giosue Carducci who gave eternal fame to the monumental Cypress Avenue 
leading up to Bolgheri. 

 



 

  

 

Meat Market 

 

 

Way up in the northern reaches of the Sierra Foothills, Gideon Beinstock and his 
wife, Saron Rice, produce small batches of wines that are unlike anything else 
coming out of California. Using traditional techniques and strict organic methods 
both in the vineyard and the cellar, they make tiny amounts of wine. 

Part of an emerging culture in Californian winemaking, Piedrasassi works in 
cooler climate growing regions, a tribute to more traditional northern Rhône 
Syrah.  

In 2006 Pax and Pam Mahle started Wind Gap as an outlet for experimentation 
with esoteric varietals and wines that did not fit the Pax portfolio.  The winery has 
quickly became a huge success, gaining  a cult following. 

Perched on slopes 1,400 feet above the valley floor in the Yorkville Highlands, 
this Syrah vineyard is located just shy of the southeastern end of Anderson 
Valley. Cool nighttime temperatures and rocky soils, reminiscent of the northern 
Rhône Valley. 

The Central Coast Group Project (CCGP) sources only the highest quality fruit 
from world-class Santa Barbara County vineyards that farm organically and/or 
sustainably to their particular specifications. in the cellar, Scott takes a natural 
approach, using modern means to enhance ancient techniques that gently build 
flavor, structure, texture and balance from the grapes themselves. 

The d’Alessandro family first planted Syrah in the area back in 1988 as an 
experiment to see what the soil was capable of in the area.  At the time the locals 
were only producing mostly blended wines.  Through hard work and development, 
they paved the road to what would be the first D.O.C. for Syrah in all of Italy.  
They are to Tuscan Syrah what Nirvana is to Seattle grunge music.   

Manfred Krankl has reached superstardom with his tiny production and even 
harder to find wines.  Robert Parker rated this “unicorn” at 100 points but that 
doesn’t even begin to scratch the wow factor of this Syrah from the former 
sommelier.   

 

Super Tuscan 

 

This estate is found within the Chianti commune of Castelnuovo Berardenga 

Elegant yet approachable, this entry-level Rosso embodies the cool sophistication 
and down-to-earth beauty of Le Macchiole’s owner Cinzia Merli 

Filippo Mazzei was an Italian physician and close friend of Thomas Jefferson 

A big, smooth Merlot/Cabernet/Syrah blend from a famed Tuscan producer 

This robust and powerful Sangiovese blend is made in small quantities 

A project drawn up between Marchese Lodovico & Piero Antinori 

Sangioveto is what they called Sangiovese back in the day 

The word "Magari" has several meanings: "if only" or "perhaps” 

Equal parts of Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Petit Verdot and Cabernet Sauvignon 

Located in a secret valley in the heart of the Chianti region 

Proving that native grapes can make a high end Super Tuscan 

Aging the wine for you: it spends ten years aging before release

A wine featuring power and sheer energy 

Santa Croce is a famous Basilica in Florence 

Grattamacco was founded in 1977 and is located in the prestigious Bolgheri DOC 

This wine is made from old vines planted in three top vineyards that straddle the 
border between two of Chianti’s top regions: “Classico” and “Colli Senesi” 

Resting near Panzano in the epicenter of Toscana's viticulture, Fontodi's vines 
enjoy a southern aspect, a position in a natural amphitheatre, and marl soil 

 

 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New World Cabernet & Blends 

 

Oberon Wines was started by the Michael Mondavi family in 2005 

Handcrafted by Girard Winery: our founder Alan Stillman’s favorite winery 

Meritage: a combination of the  words merit & heritage 

Famous for Bordeaux Blends, Columbia Valley is a well-respected region 

Founded in 1979, one of Napa’s early pioneers 

These vineyards stand on the western ridge of the Mayacamas Mountains 

 

Cult-style, family-made Napa Cabernet of serious quality and not so serious price 

Known for producing one of  Napa’s first single vineyard wines–Martha’s Vineyard 

The name Antica originates from the words Antinori and California 

Founded by Tom Jordan in 1972 after a blocked bid to but Château Margaux 

This wine is grown and made in the Oakville AVA 

Stag's Leap won the famous Judgment in Paris Tasting in May 1976  

The top up-and-coming vineyard manager and winemaker in Napa 

A collaboration between the Antinori Family and Chateau Ste. Michelle 

The first winery built in Napa following the repeal of prohibition 

Owner Michael Lynne also produced the Lord of the Rings movies 

Named out of respect for the land held by the Wappo: “The Brave Ones” 

Their families were bakers of “cake brede” from England 

Mike Grgich made the wine that won the famed 1976 Paris blind tasting! 

 

Randy Lewis is a five-time starter of the Indianapolis 500 USA automobile race 

 

The Farella Vineyard has been in production since the late 1970s 

Making Napa Valley Cab since 1972, now focusing entirely on this varietal 

Single vineyard and single varietal all of the time! 

 

Italian Reds: South 

 

Bruno De Conciliis has a cult following for his expressive red wines 

Produced on the hillsides of the volcano Monte Vulture in Basilicata 

Taurasi is sometimes referred to as the “Barolo of the South” 

From the prized subzone of Taurasi called Case d’Alto 

Aglianico is blended here with Cabernet and Merlot 

Campania’s premier winemaking estate 

 

SICILY 

 

ì

Alberto Graci remains steadfast in his respect for local traditions as well as the 
distinct nature of each vintage and only cultivates traditional varieties indigenous to 
Mount Etna 

Diego Planeta is credited with starting the Sicilian winemaking renaissance 

Occhipinti is located in Vittoria, in the southwestern corner of Sicily 

These vineyards planted on volcanic soils are located at extremely high altitudes  

The wine is made from Nerello Mascalese, which grows only on Mt Etna 

One of the first houses in Sicily to produce 100% Cabernet Sauvignon 

 



 

 

 

 

  

The owner, Christian Moueix, is one of Bordeaux’s greatest winemakers 

One of Napa’s premier wines from the famed Stag’s Leap District  

Christophe Baron’s biodynmically farmed Bordeaux Blend 

In 1982, Sir Peter Michael purchased 630 acres of volcanic ridges in Knights Valley 

The Davies family is also the proprietor of Schramsberg Vineyards in Napa 

Chris Phelps names his  wine as an homage to being struck by lightening         

We are privileged to offer this vertical of one of Napa’s finest cuvées        

This celebrated estate from Calistoga was founded by Bart and Daphne Araujo 

Far Niente was founded in 1885 by world traveler and entrepreneur, John Benson  

The Monte Bello vineyard ranges in elevation from 1300′ to 2700′ above sea level 

This is a family-owned estate located on the western edge of St. Helena 

Winner of the white wine section of the historic "Judgment of Paris" competition 

These vineyards have unique combination of elevation and rich volcanic soils 

Tim Mondavi was the actual winemaker for the Robert Mondavi Winery 

The first vintage of this cult-wine was 1986 

PierreSeillan is the winemaker of this Bordeaux-inspired cult-wine  

This is Bart and Daphne Araujo’s new project in Napa  

The realized dream of Robert Mondavi and the Baron Philippe de Rothschild 

The Veeder Peak estate vineyard sits at 1,800 feet in elevation on volcanic soil 

Colgin was founded by Anne Colgin and husband Fred Schrader in 1992  

Paul Hobbs’ first sip of wine was a 1962 Chateau d’Yquem, served by his father 

These 70-year-old vines planted in Rutherford are known as "the old men" 

This ultra-premium cult wine is a project of Jayson Woodbridge 

The annual production for this unicorn-cult-wine ranges from 400 to 750 cases 

Italian Reds: Central   

 

This historical winery situated near the medieval village of San Gusme 

The clay composition of the land in Pescara produces wines of great complexity  

This iconic and classic estate is run by the gifted Francesco Ripaccioli 

This impressive estate is located in the village of Sant’Angelo in Colle 

The Lisini family won their estate after helping the Medici reclaim Montalcino 

This powerful Brunello is aged in large oak casks and French oak barrels 

Legendary Tuscan family produces approachable and complex Brunello 

This traditional wine is aged in large Slovenian oak barrels 

Situated to the southwest of Montalcino facing Castiglione del Bosco 

A stellar Brunello from the famed Barbaresco Producer 

Hand harvested and practicing biodynamic farming 

From the personal vineyard of famous consulting enologist Carlo Ferrini 

Owner Giacomo Neri has made three 100-point wines in the last ten years! 

Il Poggione has some of the oldest vines in the Montalcino 

Valdicava is the actual name of the valley in which the greatest single-vineyard 
wines of Brunello are produced 

This winery is located just  outside the town of Castelnuovo dell’Abate 

Montalcino’s most accomplished craftsman Gianfranco Soldera exclusively plants 
Sangiovese in his minute plots, the five-acre Case Basse and the 11-acre Intistieti  

The iconic and historic Il Greppo vineyards of the Biondi Santi family date back to 

the 1800s and is planted to a clone of the Sangiovese Grosso identified as BBS11 



 Italian Reds: North  

An impressive wine made by this iconic Barolo producer 

This iconic winemakers  started to learn viticulture at the age of 14  

A generous Barolo that shows great aged character and mature fruits 

In 1994, Antinori assumed full control of this legendary estate 

 117 

Refosco is a dark-skinned grape used in Slovenia, Croatia, and northern Italy 

Locanted in Castiglione Falletto, this estate makes impressive classic wines 

The warm southern vineyard exposure gives this wine structure and ripeness 

This unique wine made by Elisabetta Foradori is aged in Anfora 

 135 

This historic estate was founded by the Boscaini family in the XVIII century 

 135 

This powerful and expressive wine is aged in French oak barrels 

The obscure region of Boca is the birthdplace of Nebbiolo 

Located in Monforte d'Alba, Renzo Seghesio makes exceptional Barolo 

Luigi Einaudi become Italy’s first President in 1948 

 

Producing one of Italy’s most sought after wines 

The great richness of these wines is derived from the extremely low yields 

Arguably Amarone’s most recognizable producer 

The estate’s history of producing wine dates back to the 1700s 

Founded in  the late 19th Century, predating the official term “Barbaresco” 

One of the most revered wine makers in Italy until his death in 2012 

Considered a “modernist” for his use of smaller French oak barrels 

One of the more traditional producers using large Slavonian oak “Botti” 

 

 
 
 

the Langhe COLLECTION 

 

PAITIN 

 Hundreds of years and many generations have unearthed a deep understanding 
and fine-tuned the family methods both in the vineyard and the winery –ultimately 
inspiring Secondo Pasquero-Elia to build a new cellar in 1965.   This exceptional 
single Cru “Sori’ Paitin” is made from selected Nebbiolo grapes from 5.7 acres of 
the Paitin estate vineyard in Serraboella in the south of Neive. 

Elio Altare 

 Innovation and hard work. No one producer in Piedmont symbolizes this more 
than Elio Altare. His wines are considered some of the best in Barolo. 

Aldo Conterno 

Though few know it, Aldo served in the US Army as a young man during the 
Korean War. After that he returned to the Langhe Hills of Piemonte and worked 
with the family winery, along with his brother Giovanni. In 1969, Aldo decided to 
go it alone and founded Poderi Aldo Conterno 

 

Bruno Giacosa 

Langhe is famed for the great winemakers it has produced over the past century. 
Yet, few can rival Bruno Giacosa for not only the stature of his work, but the 
dizzying number of famous wines he has made—and continues to make—over 
the course of a career that began in 1961. 

Paolo Scavino  

One of Italy’s great estates with holdings in Barolos finest Crus, Cannubi, Bric del 
Fiasc and Rocche dell’Annuziata.  

 

Gaja 

Angelo Gaja is a name synonomous with the best wine in Italy. While he was 
considered a contrarian in his early years he has now inspired a new generation 
of Italian winemakers.   

Giacomo conterno 

Cantine Giacomo Conterno, locanted in the commune of Serralunga,  is one of 
the greatest names in all of Piemonte. Their flagship Riserva Barolo, Monfortino, 
was first conceived as a means of showing off the quality of their best wine. 


